
The following changes in the Answer keys/BONUS have been given 
during evaluation. 
 

Class VIII: 

Question: Which of the following is incorrect about lightning ? 

(ବଜୁିଳ ିସ କେର ନମିରୁ େକଉଁଟ ିଭୁ  ?) 

(a) uring lightning, the -ve charge present in cloud combines with  the +ve 
charge present on earth surface. 

(ବଜୁିଳ ିମାରବିା ସମୟେର େମଘେର ବା -ve ଚାଜ,  ଭୂପୃ େର ବା +ve ସହତି ମଳିତି  େହାଇଥାଏ ) 
(b) it is followed by thunder 

(ବଜୁିଳ ିମାରବିା ପେର ଆସଥିାଏ ଘଡଘଡ)ି 

(c ) it helps in the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen 

(ବଜୁିଳ ି ବାୟୁମ ଳୀୟ ଯବ ାରଜାନ ବବି ନି କରବିାେର ସାହାଯ  କରଥିାଏ) 

(d) lightning conductors are used in building for earthing of electrical charge 
which give us safety from thunderstorm 

(େକାଠାଘର ଉପେର ବ ବହୃତ  ବଜୁିଳ-ିଚାଳକ ାରା  ବଦୁି    ଚାଜର ଆଥଂ େହାଇଥାଏ ଫଳେର ବ ପାତ 
ଦୁଘଟଣା ରୁ ଆେମ ସୁର ା ପାଇଥାଉ) 

(Since all the choices are correct about lightning, so no choice is the correct 
answer. So BONUS of 4 has been awarded to all. 

Class IX: 

Question: If a body is falling under gravity without any resistance, then which 
of the following is correct about its motion ? 

(ବନିା ତେିରାଧେରଏକ ବ ୁର ପୃ ବୀର ମା ାକଷଣ ାରା  ମୁ  ପ ନ ଘଟୁଛ ି। େତେବ ତାହାର ଗତ ି
ସ କେର େକଉଁଟ ିଠି  ?) 

(a)its velocity is increasing 

(ତାହାର ପରେିବଗ ବଢୁଛ)ି 

(b) its acceleration is negative 



(ତାହାର ରଣ େହଲା ବଯୁି ) 

© its direction is towards the centre of the earth 

(ତାହାର ଗତରି ଦଗି େହଲା ପୃ ବାର େକ ) 

(d) all of these 

(ଏ ସମ ) 

(In this question there are two correct answers (a) and (c). So both have been 
considered for ONE CORRECT Answer category) 

Question: Toluene and ortho-xylene are two organic solvents having boiling 
points 1110C and 1440C respectively. Which method will be suitable to 
separate the two from a  mixture of toluene and ortho-xylene ? 

(େଟାଲୁଇନ ଓ ଅେଥା-ଜାଇଲିନ ଦୁଇ େଜବୖ ାବକ ର ୁଟନା  ଯଥା େମ େହଲା 1110C ଓ 1440C । 
େତେବ େସହ ିଦୁଇଟରି ଏକ ମି ଣରୁ େସମାନ ୁ  ପଥୃକ କରବିାକୁ ନମିରୁ େକଉ ଁ ୟିା ଉପାେଦୟ ?) 

(a) simple distillation 

(ସରଳ ପାତନ) 

(b) fractional distillation 

(ଆଂଶକି ପାତନ) 

(c) sublimation 

ଉ ପାତନ  

(d) by using separating funnel 

 (ଏକ ପଥୃକୀକରଣ ଫେନଲ ବ ବହାର କର)ି 

(In this question the correct answer is (a), hence re-evaluation has been made  
for all) 

 

 

 

 


